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The authors mistyped three entries in the Kpq stiffness matrix reported in Eq. (2). The correct entries should read
pq
¼ kt Rp ;
K35
pq
¼ þkt ;
K55
pq
K63

p

(1)
q

¼ kt R R :

However, it should be noted that this is only a typo in the text and the implementation of the stiffness matrix in the code used
to compute the dispersion relations is correct.
Moreover, the authors used the wrong values of moment of inertia in the mass matrix. The error was due to a mistake in
unit conversion. In the paper we adopted [mm], [N], and [s] as base units of length, force and time, respectively. In the chosen
unit system the consistent unit for mass is tonnes, i.e., 103 kg. Therefore, the unit of moment of inertia is tonnes mm2. During
the computation of the moment of inertia the radii of the disks were given in centimeters instead of millimeters. As such, the
values of moment of inertia used in the manuscript are
M ¼ diagfMp ; Mp ; Ip ; Mq ; Mq ; Iq g;

(2)

entering in Eq. (4) in the manuscript:
I ¼ 1:0308  1007 tonnes mm2
I ¼ 1:3192  10

08

I ¼ 6:4427  10

09

for rubber disks with 5 mm radius;

tonnes mm

2

for teflon disks with 2:5 mm radius;

tonnes mm

2

for rubber disks with 2:5 mm radius;

(3)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Top: Dispersion curves of the bi-disperse granular crystal composed of large rubber (5 mm) and small PTFE (2.5 mm) particles
with tangential stiffness kt ¼ 0.1481  kn at (a) 0%, (b) 15%, and (c) 25% uniaxial compression. The vertical axes represent the non-dimensional frequencies
~ ¼ xA=ð2pcl0
x
r Þ with A ¼ ðjjt1 jj þ jjt2 jjÞ=2. Bottom: Unit cells, lattice vectors t1 and t2 and the first Brillouin zones of the crystal at (d) 0%, (e) 15%, and (f)
25% uniaxial compression. The shaded areas indicate the irreducible parts of the Brillouin zones.
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FIG. 3. Dispersion relation of a soft granular crystal made of rubber particles in the (a) undeformed and (b) patterned state (at 25% compression) with
kt/kn ¼ 0.1481. Evolution of the bandgaps in the (c) undeformed and (d) patterned soft granular crystal as function of the stiffness ratio kt/kn.

which are 100 times less than the correct values:
I ¼ 1:0308  1005 tonnes mm2
I ¼ 1:3192  1006 tonnes mm2

for rubber disks with 5 mm radius;
for teflon disks with 2:5 mm radius;

I ¼ 6:4427  1007 tonnes mm2

for rubber disks with 2:5 mm radius:

(4)

It should be noted that the mistake is limited to the moment of inertia and mass values used in the calculations are correct. As
such, the dispersion curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the manuscript are incorrect. Below are the correct results.
The lower moment of inertia values in the manuscript lead to higher overall frequencies. We confirmed that by increasing
the stiffness ratio kt/kn  10 dispersion curves in similar frequency ranges can be obtained. However, the lower frequency
band gaps present in the manuscript cannot be reproduced with the current values of the moment of inertia. This indicates that
the band gaps are also influenced by the ratio of mass over moment of inertia of the particles in addition to the stiffness ratio.
Nevertheless, the main conclusion of the paper remains valid, that is, the band gaps of the crystal change with deformation.
The authors would like to thank Nidhish Jain and Jongmin Shim for spotting the errors.
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